We show that a locally compact group G has equivalent right and left uniform structures if (and only if) the sets of bounded, complex-valued, right and left uniformly continuous functions on G coincide. Along the way it is seen that G has equivalent right and left uniform structures if (and only if) each (T-compact subgroup of G has equivalent right and left uniform structures. We also note that a bounded function / : G -► C is right uniformly continuous if (and only if) f\H is right uniformly continuous for each ocompact subgroup AY of G . u-compactness cannot be weakened to compact generation for these last results; a cr-compact group is exhibited which has inequivalent right and left uniform structures, and for which each compactly generated subgroup has equivalent right and left uniform structures.
For the precise definition of the right and left uniform structures on a locally compact group G we refer to [2, p. 21] , noting here only that G has equivalent right and left uniform structures (i.e., G is equistructural ) if and only if, whenever {sn} and {ta} are nets in G with sA tn -» e, the identity of G, it follows necessarily that sj~ -»e. A function / : G -► C is called right (left) uniformly continuous if, for every e > 0, there is a neighbourhood V of e such that |/(s) -f(t)\ < e if st~x G V (s~xt G V). We denote the set of bounded right (left) uniformly continuous functions on G by %/R(G) (%fL(G)). Of course, ^R(G) = %L(G) if G is equistructural.
We prove our main result first in the metric setting. Proposition 1. For metric locally compact G, G is equistructural if (and only if)
Proof. Suppose G is not equistructural. Then there exist sequences {sn} and {tn} with s~ tn -* e and, without loss of generality, {snt~ }n V = cf> for some compact symmetric neighbourhood V of e . Clearly sn -> co and tn -> oo, so we may assume that Vtn n Vtm = cj> if n ^ m . We construct a subsequence of {(sn , g} . Let (sn¡ ,tn) = (sx ,tx). Let (s^ , t^) he such that 5 t~x é V, s t~x ¿ V (which is possible, since sn -* oo, in -> oo). Hence, by induction we can choose (sn , tn ) such that Put (m;. , w;) = (jb , tn ). Set f := fxon G %R(GX). We consider / to be in %R(G) by defining it to be 0 off Gx . We must show / <£ %L(G). For each j, let x, and y'. he members of the original nets {sa} and {ia} , respectively, such that n(x¡) = w and n(y'j) = v,. Each x~ y. G V. ; let {x~ y'. } be a convergent subnet of {xj y j) with limit z, say, which must be in K. Put y, -y'jz" for all j . A space with the same set of bounded uniformly continuous functions for each of two different uniformities is easy enough to come by. On E consider Unifix generated by the usual metric and Unif2 generated by the pseudometrics dAs, t) = \f(s) -f(t)\, where f G %fR(G) (i.e., / is uniformly continuous with respect to Unifx ). Then the bounded functions on K uniformly continuous with respect to Unifx coincide with those uniformly continuous with respect to Unif2. But these uniformities are quite different: with Unifx R is complete but not totally bounded, while with Unif2 K is totally bounded but not complete. Also Unif > Uni f2, i.e., Unifx is stronger than Unif2. It is now easy to see how to get noncomparable uniformities with the same bounded uniformly continuous functions. Let X = R, U E2 be a disjoint union of two copies of K . Here are noncomparable uniformities on X :
(1) Unifx on R, and Unif2 on R2.
(2) Unif2 on R, and Unifx on R2.
But X has the same bounded uniformly continuous functions with (1) or (2) . (We point out that R with Unif2 is just the precompact reflection [3, p. 23 ] of M with Unifx ; thus the argument given here applies in a quite general setting.)
